Sources and Perceived Credibility of Vaccine-Safety Information for Parents

abstract

CONTEXT: The source of health information can have an impact on the manner and frequency of its use. In the arena of vaccine safety, a variety of sources promulgate information from very different perspectives. The spectrum runs from traditional sources such as public health officials and physicians to nontraditional sources, such as celebrities.

OBJECTIVE: To assess what proportion of parents trust vaccine information from different sources and whether different groups of parents vary in their trust of such information.

METHODS: In January 2009, as part of a larger study of parents and nonparents, 2521 online surveys were fielded to a nationally representative sample of parents of children aged £17 years. The main outcome measure was the source credibility of vaccine-safety information used by parents.

RESULTS: The response rate was 62%. Parents reported trusting their children’s doctor for vaccine-safety information most often (76% endorsed a lot of trust), followed by other health care providers (26%), government vaccine experts/officials (23%), and family and friends (15%). In contrast, celebrities were trusted a lot by 2% of the respondents and not at all by 76% of the respondents. Levels of trust in specific sources of vaccine-safety information varied significantly by gender (women > men) and race/ethnicity (Hispanics > other groups).

CONCLUSIONS: Although most parents place a lot of trust in their child(ren)’s physician, parents’ trust in non–health professional sources for such information should not be discounted. Those who design public health efforts to provide evidence-based information must recognize that different strategies may be required to reach some groups of parents who use other information sources. Pediatrics 2011;127:S107–S112
The source of health information can have an impact on the manner and frequency of its use. Sources may have different credibility with various segments of the population. Such credibility can have a marked impact on the acceptance of information and the degree to which it is trusted and on which it is acted.

In the arena of vaccine safety, a variety of sources promulgate information from very different perspectives. The spectrum runs from traditional sources such as public health officials and physicians to celebrities and parent/child advocacy groups.

In addition, the methods of vaccine-safety information dissemination have become quite varied. Information can be provided through conventional mass-distribution methods such as public safety announcements or more personally through physician-patient/parent discussions at office visits. Information can also be provided through newer media routes including Web sites, blogs, and television drama or interview programs.

It is unknown what proportion of parents receive and/or trust vaccine information from different sources and which methods of dissemination are used most frequently or effectively. It is also unknown if different groups of parents vary in their use and trust of such information. We conducted a national study to address these gaps in understanding.

METHODS

Panel Design

The survey sample was drawn by a survey vendor (Knowledge Networks, Menlo Park, CA) from a national online panel (KnowledgePanel) that contains ~50,000 members. Households were selected for recruitment to this panel by random-digit telephone dialing on the basis of a sample frame of the US residential telephone population. Telephone exchanges shown in the 2000 US Census to have a high concentration of black and Hispanic households were sampled at a higher rate than those without this high concentration. Sampling was performed without replacement.

Internet Access

Household members who consented to join the panel and did not already have Internet access were provided with free Internet access. Those who already had Internet access and were recruited to the panel were asked to use their own hardware and Internet connections.

Sample

This study is based on a nationally representative sample of parents of children aged 17 years or younger drawn from the panel described above. Only 1 adult per household was included in the sample.

Survey Design

Survey topics included parental trust in various sources of information about vaccines and their dissemination routes. Degree of trust in a source was rated as a lot, some, or not at all. Respondents were also given the option to state if they did not use or view a particular dissemination route. In December 2008, the survey vendor pilot-tested the draft survey with 100 respondents and sent the de-identified responses to the survey team in an electronic file. The research team reviewed items if respondent comments indicated that an item was poorly understood. The survey vendor revised the online survey per the research team’s direction before fielding the main survey.

Data Collection

In January 2009, as part of a larger study of parents and nonparents, 2521 online surveys were fielded. Panel members who had been selected for the pilot version of the survey were not eligible to be selected for the main survey data collection.

A 31-day field period (January 2009) was used for data collection. During this period, up to 4 e-mail reminders were sent to panel members who were selected for this survey sample but who had not yet responded. Respondent gender, race, and income data were taken from panel profile data collected during panel enrollment and verified annually. At the close of data collection, the survey vendor sent de-identified survey and demographic data to the research team in an electronic file.

The study was approved by the University of Michigan medical institutional review board.

Data Analysis

All analyses were conducted by the research team by using SAS 9.1 (SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, NC) and Stata 10 (Stata Corp, College Station, TX). Post-stratification weights provided by the survey vendor were used to match the national (US) population distribution on gender, age, race/ethnicity, education, census region, and metropolitan area. Frequency distributions were calculated on all weighted items. Bivariate analyses ($\chi^2$) were conducted on the weighted items to test the relationships between demographic characteristics and survey responses regarding vaccine information-dissemination sources and methods.

RESULTS

Study Sample

Of the 2521 surveys fielded, 1552 parents responded to the survey (62% response rate). Demographic characteristics of the respondents are listed in Table 1.
Parents' Trust of Vaccine-Safety Information Sources

The person whom parents report trusting the most for vaccine-safety information is their child(ren)'s doctor. The great majority of parents report trusting their child’s doctor a lot (76%). The sources next most likely to be trusted a lot were other health care providers (26%) and government vaccine experts/officials (23%). Many other sources for vaccine-safety information were frequently reported to be trusted some, including family and friends (67%) and parents who believe their child was harmed by a vaccine (65%). Celebrities were trusted a lot for vaccine-safety information by 2% of the respondents and some by 24% (Table 2).

The information medium endorsed most frequently as being trusted a lot for vaccine-safety information was Web sites from doctor groups such as the American Academy of Pediatrics (27%). Many parents reported that they do not use or do not view several potential sources of vaccine-safety information (Table 3).

There were significant differences seen according to gender with regard to trust placed in specific sources for vaccine-safety information. Mothers differed from fathers in that they were more likely to report some or a lot of trust in vaccine-safety information provided by parents who claim their child was injured by vaccines, celebrities, television shows, and magazines/news articles (Table 4).

There were also differences in trust of specific people for vaccine-safety information among parents of different races/ethnicities. White and Hispanic parents were more likely than black parents to trust family and friends a lot or some, and Hispanic parents were more likely than white or black parents to trust celebrities a lot or some for vaccine-safety information (Table 5).

**DISCUSSION**

Among the most important findings in this study is that the source most trusted by parents for vaccine-safety information is their child(ren)’s doctor, which is consistent with the results of several previous studies. However, other investigators have found that a significant number of parents feel that physicians do not provide enough information and that public health officials are not trustworthy. These parents’ beliefs may be reflected in our observation that at least some parents place trust in non–health professionals as information sources regarding vaccine safety is shaping the national dialogue on the issue.

**Health Professionals as Sources of Vaccine-Safety Information**

The source reported as being trusted a lot by the greatest proportion (27%) of our respondents was Web sites from doctor groups such as the American Academy of Pediatrics. Web sites from
doctor groups were the only source trusted by >10% of the sample, which is consistent with the finding that physicians themselves were the source trusted a lot most often in our study. These findings highlight the importance of the trust parents place in their physician and also speaks to the potential strategies that might be used to disseminate evidence-based vaccine information. It would seem that ensuring a strong physician-parent relationship and using physicians in public roles (eg, public service announcements) would be appropriate to consider. At the least it will be essential that primary care physicians have the information and tools they need to effectively communicate issues of immunization safety to parents.

In this context, it is concerning that only 23% of the parents reported that they place a lot of trust in government vaccine experts/officials. These are some of the leading experts in our nation regarding immunization. Efforts to increase the level of public trust placed in these officials is integral to the dissemination efforts of accurate vaccine information. Further studies to determine the origin of the lack of trust and concrete steps that can be taken to address it should be conducted. In the meantime, it may be effective to have physician groups (working in concert with government officials) to be the lead voice regarding innovations in the immunization schedule, rather than government bodies themselves.

Non–Health Professionals as Sources of Vaccine-Safety Information

Although most parents place a lot of trust in their child(ren)’s physician, the proportion of parents who trust non–health professional sources for such information should not be discounted. Many non–health professional sources, increasingly celebrities, have taken it on themselves to play the role of experts regarding vaccine safety. These people have raised or propagated concerns regarding vaccines, usually on the basis of their personal perceptions and experiences, that often contradict health officials’ and physicians’ messages regarding vaccine safety. The results of our study reveal that 26% of parents placed at least some trust regarding vaccine-safety information with celebrities and 73% placed at least some trust in parents who believe that their child was harmed by a vaccine. Even if only a fraction of these parents receive, believe, and act on potential misinformation provided by such sources, there may be an adverse impact on immunization rates, the risk of vaccine-preventable illnesses for individual children, and public health.

Although many public health and medical professionals may not want to acknowledge the potential impact that celebrities and television shows have on parents’ acceptance of vaccines, our results indicate the broad influence that these sources may have. Studies in the United Kingdom have revealed the impact of the media, politicians, and other nonprofessionals on public opinion regarding vaccine safety. The results of our study reveal that 26% of parents placed at least some trust regarding vaccine-safety information with celebrities and 73% placed at least some trust in parents who believe that their child was harmed by a vaccine. Even if only a fraction of these parents receive, believe, and act on potential misinformation provided by such sources, there may be an adverse impact on immunization rates, the risk of vaccine-preventable illnesses for individual children, and public health.

The finding that only 74% of our respondents reported that they do not trust celebrities for vaccine-safety information is sobering. The role of ce-
The finding that 40% of the Hispanic parents place a lot or some trust in celebrities should also be noted by public health officials. It is especially important given the fact that Hispanics are both the largest and the fastest-growing minority population in the United States. It is unclear from this study whether such celebrities are in the Spanish-language entertainment milieu or in the mainstream English-language medium. Further study should be undertaken to better understand this finding so that those who design public health information-dissemination strategies may take this into account. In contrast to our findings, other investigators have reported that black parents were more likely than white parents to have negative attitudes toward immunization and their child’s health care provider.\(^{11,12}\)

Our findings also indicate that many parents are using, and place at least some trust in, a variety of Web sites for vaccine-safety information, including those from groups that oppose vaccines. This phenomenon was first noted by Wolfe et al.,\(^ {13}\) who found that vaccine-opposition Web sites rely heavily on emotional appeals to convey their messages. Indeed, almost as many parents place some trust in these Web sites as place trust in government Web sites. It seems that much can be done to better position and promote the Web sites of both government and physician groups as sources of evidence-based vaccine-safety information.

Our findings must be interpreted in light of some limitations. One potential limitation is response bias, given that the data were collected from a self-administered survey. We attempted to minimize response bias by inviting panel members with a description of the survey that did not mention immunization or vaccine safety and by including the vaccine-safety questions among questions on other unrelated topics. Another limitation is that sensitive questions about attitudes and behaviors were asked, but we believe that social-desirability bias was reduced by the fact that the respondents knew that their anonymity was ensured.

**CONCLUSIONS**

A variety of sources provide vaccine-safety information, and parents have many options regarding where to seek it. Our results indicate that different groups of parents seek and trust information from all of these sources. Those who design public health efforts to provide evidence-based information must recognize that different strategies may be required to reach some groups of parents who are currently using other information sources. In particular, because the parents of many of today’s infants are more facile with electronic means of communication and social-networking Web sites, newer methods of promulgation should be explored.
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